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Chapter 58: Do You Know What You Just Did? 

 

Subsequently, Zi Yi and Lu Jingye followed the man and headed towards the restroom. 

There was currently a large crowd outside the restroom and gossiping filled the air. There were even 

Xiang Wei’s hysterical screams from inside. “Shameless bitch! How dare you do such a thing to He Fei!” 

When Zi Yi heard what she said, she snorted. 

This lady was good at covering up her misdeeds by shifting the blame to others. 

When Lu Jingye heard her snort, he tilted his head and glanced at her. 

When they approached, someone called out, “Second Brother is here, make way.” 

The crowd near the restroom had automatically made way for them to pass through 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye saw Zi Lian’s clothes were disorderly, while Xiang Wei pulled her. Evidently, she was in 

an extreme emotional state. There was also a handprint on Zi Lian’s face that had turned red under the 

influence of the drug. 

Zi Lian was incapable of resisting. She curled up on the ground, as moaning sounds escaped her lips 

without feeling an ounce of pain. 

Zi Yi walked over, glanced at Zi Lian, turned towards Xiang Wei who had gone mad, and wanted to pull 

them apart. 

Just then, Lu Jingye spoke to the other two girls standing nearby. “Pull Xiang Wei away. Get this lady 

dressed.” 

Two girls hastily went up to restrain and pull away Xiang Wei. 

As Xiang Wei had blocked the majority of the scene, but when she was pulled away, everyone saw that 

the front part of Zi Lian’s skirt had been torn apart, which revealed her skin. The shelves here had large 

towels prepared, so Zi Yi walked over, tugged down a towel, and threw it at Zi Lian. 

It nicely covered up her body. 

Lu Jingye asked, “Where’s He Fei?” 

Ouyang Ming’s voice sounded from inside. “Second Brother, Ah He is inside here and we’re restraining 

him. We are losing control over him.” 

“Knock him out.” 

A heavy thump sounded from inside and Ouyang Ming walked out with a complicated expression after. 

He loudly shouted in the direction of the door, “Fetch the antidote and check the CCTV!” 

Subsequently, he looked at Lu Jingye. 



A sharp glint flashed past Lu Jingye’s eyes and Ouyang Ming shrunk his neck. 

He hastily assured Lu Jingye. “I have strictly forbidden this type of drug in my establishment!” 

Xiang Wei, who had been pulled to one side, shouted. “It must be this shameless woman who brought 

the drug in. As expected of a poor family, to be so unscrupulous in order to take a shortcut! 

“It seems like you have a very clear understanding of the situation.” Zi Yi sneered, walked to Zi Lian and 

glanced at her face. She then turned to the sink and filled up half a bucket of water. Under everyone’s 

surprise gaze, she directly poured it over Zi Lian. 

“Ahh…” 

“Cousin, are you awake now?” 

Zi Yi observed He Fei. He had obviously been trained and Zi Lian’s scheme could not possibly succeed in 

ten minutes. However, she was rather curious what Zi Lian would say. 

Everyone kept their mouths shut at the moment. It was evident that they were shocked by Zi Yi’s 

actions. 

Zi Lian’s head was still slightly dizzy. 

“What happened? What happened?” 

Wasn’t she supposed to be pounced on by He Fei? 

Why was she here? 

“You…” 

“It seems like you’re slightly sober.” Zi Yi looked at her with indifference. “Do you know what you just 

did?” 

“I…” 

Just as she wanted to speak, Xiang Wei’s angry roar sounded first. “Sl*t! How dare you drug He Fei and 

plan to do all sorts of things with him? Who do you think you are? Even if He Fei did the deed, don’t 

even think of entering the He Family!” 

Zi Lian covered her face and started sobbing as she said, “I haven’t done anything. I also don’t know 

what is happening.” 

“You don’t know what’s going on? Then why did you enter the men’s restroom!” 

 


